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From ethics to assistive technology, the third edition of Inclusive Leisure Ser-
vices highlights many topics in the area of inclusion related specifically to the 
concept of leisure. The first chapter, Be Ethical, lays the foundation for the book 
by offering eight ethical assumptions. The author states the assumptions are the 
guide for what is included in the book. Attitude development, positive psychol-
ogy and diversity are underlying themes throughout all 24 chapters. With over 
500 pages, five sections, and more than 60 figures, there is exposure to a broad 
array of ideas, key facts, and stories.

The author tells the reader that each chapter is intentionally designed with a 
similar format: A beginning activity with reflection suggestions is followed by an 
introduction and basic topic content; after concluding thoughts a series of dis-
cussion questions are offered. Within this format for each chapter, varied quotes, 
thought-provoking questions, charts, tables, and other graphic displays intended 
to create interest for the reader are provided. 

Each chapter seems to be designed as a springboard for further exploration 
or examination of the topics. For example, the title of Chapter 11 is “Sustain 
Healthy Aging and Older Adults.” Within the information the reader is carried 
through a definition of ageism, changes that might occur through the aging pro-
cess, obstacles to full participation, as well as ways to promote inclusion of older 
adults. Throughout this material, subtle encouragement of positive attitudes and 
embracing diversity are noted. The chapter does not provide all the resources 
or information for including older adults in the many facets of leisure readers 
may envision. Rather, inspiration to consider this segment of the population in 
inclusion efforts as well as the meaning of leisure is provided. Jimmy Carter, and 
his wife Rosalynn, are described as role models for healthy aging in this chapter.
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Other role models are described throughout the chapters. Readers are invited 
to “Meet Jim, the Big-League Pitcher” in the discussion on physical limitations. A 
scenario depicting Martha on a Challenge Course is given to illustrate principles 
of Universal Design (Chapter 16). Anthony’s own words about his life as a person 
with one leg are used to support self-determination theory (Chapter 13). The per-
sonal stories and role models give practical applications to many of the topics. 
This aspect of the book helps to bring the concepts and ideas closer to daily life 
for the reader. 

Other aspects of the book that may catch the reader’s interest are the use of 
highlighting text, bolding quotes, bullets, questions and inviting heading titles. 
Definitions of terminology are included throughout the entire book. Besides lei-
sure and inclusion, terms such as interdependence, disability, enjoyment, advoca-
cy, community, and attitude are defined. An entire chapter (Chapter 18) is focused 
entirely on “Use of sensitive terminology” to foster discussion of language and 
serves as a guide in suggested usage.

The five section titles show the expanded range of topics in the third edi-
tion: Develop Awareness (six chapters), Embrace Diversity (six chapters), Facilitate 
Participation(five chapters), Consider Disability as an Example for Inclusion (three 
chapters), Learn about People, Inclusion, and Disability (four chapters). This broad 
range may also be one of the difficulties of selecting the book as a text for a class: 
It covers so much that an instructor may not be able to traverse all the areas in a 
limited time frame such as a semester. However, as a launching pad for discussion 
of topics this book would be an excellent selection. Also, as a resource for a library 
or personal bookshelf, this book is a definite must. 

As a scholar who has used previous editions of the book, this reviewer affirms 
that this edition adds to the knowledge base for inclusion. Venture Publishing of-
fers the book at the price of $49.95.  For use in a therapeutic recreation class, this 
book could be used alongside other texts in courses such as Advanced Practice or 
Principles. It is certainly a book that can be recommended to colleagues in recre-
ation or sociology.




